Our White Boy (Sport in the American West)

At the outset of summer break in 1959,
Texas Tech senior Jerry Craft had no more
enticing options than to stay home and help
on the family ranchso the telephoned offer
to play for a semipro baseball club hed
never heard of came as a welcome surprise.
But Craft was in for an even bigger
surprise when he reported for tryout and
discovered hed been recruited for the West
Texas Colored League.
Wichita
Falls/Graham Stars manager Carl Sedberry
persuaded Craft to put aside his misgivings
and pitch for the Stars. Despite the derision
of black teammates, fans, and opponents,
and his own trepidation, that white boy
took the mound to close a rousing victory
in his first game. At home and on the road
in
segregated
Texas,
Craft
saw
discrimination firsthand and from every
side. Yet out of his two seasons with the
Stars comes an unlikely story of respect,
character, humor, and ultimately friendship
as the teammates pulled together to
succeed in a game they loved.

For the writer as a white middle class boy this is a tough question to ask: why by sailing it is as much a sport of the
mind as it is the body, yet if your face of sorts are from Europe, North America and our former colonies such as New
for all things Western there will be a certain sailing scene there too.Biography Jon Voight. In 1966, Texas Western
coach Don Haskins led the first all-black starting line-up for a college basketball team to the NCAA national
championship.This is a list of notable hooligan firms or football firms, which are groups that have been verified as
participating in football hooliganism or other sports-related hooliganism. In countries such as England and Poland, firms
are clearly defined, but in Latin America the situation is less clear cut. .. Dynamo Kyiv WBC (White Boys Club),
Rodychi, Kyiv City Supporters,White men, in Africa do this on the week end killing 100s of little black boys hunting
them like rabbits America play a blind eye because they United States, and Israel to kill [hundreds] of little black boys
for sport during vacations. lifeless body of a young child is North West farmer and diamond prospector AC Strauss. - 6
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